
Welcome World Travelers!

Turn in your signed Syllabus or Autobiography!!

THIS IS DUE TODAY!

1. Update your Syllabus with my website

2. Grab your Exit Ticket from the pick up tray

3. Compare answers with group



Exit Ticket Review
1. If you were in Africa and went south which continent would you end up in?

1. Asia 
2. Antarctica
3. Australia
4. North America

2. Which continent is touching the eastern border of Europe?
1. North America 
2. South America
3. Asia 
4. Africa

3. Which continent is not touching any other continents?
1. North America
2. Europe
3. Australia/Oceania
4. Asia

4. What are themes of geography?

5. What are the themes of history? 



Human Origins 

• Scientists use artifacts or things made by people to learn about the culture or 
way of life of early humans

• We learned that humans made advances in the period known as the Stone Age 

• It lasted from 2.5 million years ago to 3000 B.C.



Human Origins 

• The Stone Age was broken into two sections. 

• The first section was the Paleolithic Age or Old Stone Age which lasted from 2.5 
million years to 8000 B.C.

• The second half was the Neolithic Age or New Stone Age which lasted from 8000 
B.C. to 3000 B.C. 

• What changed between the stone ages was the end of the Ice Age. 





Questions? Preguntas? 



Timeline



Early Human Advancement

•During the Old Stone Age, people were 
nomads or people who moved place to 
place in search of food. They were also 
called hunter-gathers for they hunted or 
gathered food from the wild. 

•During this time early people learned to 
build tools, use fire, and paint. 



Early Human Advancement

•As people learned they discovered 
how to farm and domesticate.
Domestication is the taming of 
animals.

• These two advancements led to the 
Neolithic Revolution also called the 
agricultural revolution.

• This phenomenon happened around 
9,000 years ago.



Beginning of Civilization

•Villages formed after the 
Neolithic Revolution. 

• The first recorded village was 
called Catal Huyuk in modern 
day Turkey. 

• Farming increases created a 
surplus or extra which allowed 
for villages to grow into cities 
and form the building blocks of 
civilizations.



Questions? Preguntas? 



Pulse Check

1. What are the other names 
of the Paleolithic and 
Neolithic Ages?

2. What are the two parts of 
the Neolithic revolution?

3. Why do you think this 
revolution important? 



Riddle Me This

Is geography important 
when building a 

civilization?



What do these areas 
have in common?

Why did civilization 
form here?



Label the map with the four river valley civilizations



United States Fertile Crescent



Riddle Me This

Is geography important 
when building a 

civilization?



Questions? Preguntas? 



Exit Ticket

• Open your passports

• Write your heading

• Title= Exit Ticket

• Write down the questions below and 
your answers. 

1. What is the most important theme 
or feature of civilization? 

2. Why is that the most important? 

3. Does this apply to modern times as 
well? 
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1. What is the most important theme or feature of 
civilization? 

2. Why is that the most important? 
3. Does this apply to modern times as well? 
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